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Startup Health Technology Firm NSF SBIR Grant Funding Innovative Health Technology 

Five Lessons Learned: Preparing National Science Foundation 

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program Phase I Proposals 

Right now, until December 3rd, the National Science Foundation Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is seeking 

Project Pitches for the development and funding of original health technology or MedTech concepts. In particular, the agency is 

interested in receiving Pitches that describe novel, marketable, solutions that solve an identified healthcare or medical problem.

To win the initial $256K funding, which is used to demonstrate concept feasibility, small firms must prepare (1) a 3-Page Project Pitch 

and (2) a Phase I funding proposal. The 3-Page Project Pitch involves using 1,500 words to describe the technology innovation, 

technical objectives & challenges, market opportunity and company team. The document, among other things, needs to identify a

healthcare or medical problem that needs solving, potential technology buyers/users, technical roadblocks that need to be removed and 

technology market size & activity. In the Phase I funding proposal, the NSF SBIR wants small firm applicants to expand upon the 

information/data that was used in the approved Pitch.

The Phase I proposal document, for example, requires applicants to provide more specific details about the healthcare or medical

problem, potential buyers & users, the short-coming of existing solutions (competitors), technical roadblocks, company's leadership 

and research & team, etc. Applicants, in fact, use the funding proposal to showcase the company's capabilities and sustainable strategy 

that will be used to (1) demonstrate concept feasibility and (2) create a novel, marketable, problem-solving healthcare or medical 

solution.

http://www.eighteenventures.com/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/apply/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/project-pitch/
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Based on Eighteen Ventures’ experience preparing the required proposal funding documents, there are five significant things your

company needs to know when seeking NSF SBIR Phase I seed funding: 

(1) Show Linkage.  The grant money enables small firms to develop a solution that solves a problem impacting patients, healthcare 

organizations or healthcare providers. Your company needs to show how the proposed concept solves an identified problem and leads 

towards saving lives, reducing healthcare costs, enhancing workflow efficiency, or improving patient outcome. 

(2) Demonstrate Concept Uniqueness. Your firm’s proposed concept must be truly novel. Your firm, in fact, needs to explain and 

illustrate how the concept is substantially better than existing solutions and how the innovation intends to help patients and/or healthcare 

providers when utilized. 

(3) Develop A Realistic Commercialization Strategy.  In both the Project Pitch and Phase I documents, the agency is seeking 

information about your firm’s plans to introduce the completed solution into a designed market, offer it for sale, and earn recurring 

revenue. The Phase I proposal, in fact, must provide detailed, specific information/data about potential buyers & users, competitors, 

promotional/market activities, and the technology market segment. 
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(4) Strong, Detailed Research & Development Plan. The approved Pitch describes the research & development goals and objectives that 

will help demonstrate concept feasibility. Small firms, in the Phase I proposal, must go further by detailing exact tasks that will be 

undertaken to meet the objectives.  Moreover, the research & development plan needs to indicate who specifically will be carrying out the 

tasks, what equipment and materials will be used, where the work will be performed, and how long will it take to complete each task. NSF 

SBIR program, in short, is looking for a strong, detailed R&D plan that leads to positive results. 

(5) Experienced Team. NSF SBIR reviewers want to make sure that a small firm’s team has direct experience, abilities and knowledge to 

implement the R&D plan. Using thirty percent (30) of the project budget, small firms can argument their teams with individuals or 

consultants who help the company succeed. Thus, your firm needs to assemble a qualified, competent team. 

In the 3-Page Project Pitch, NSF SBIR wants small firms to use 1,500 words and weave together the five lessons into convincing, 

compelling narratives about turning an innovative concept into an actual marketable, problem-solving solution that is significantly better 

than existing technologies.  The Phase I proposal is used to expand upon the information contained in the approved Pitch and explain, as 

well as illustrate, how the company plans on (1) demonstrating concept feasibility and (2) introducing the completed technology into a 

designed market. 

NSF SBIR 3-Page Project Pitch 

(1) Technology Innovation 

(2) Technical Objectives & Challenges 

(3) Market Opportunity 

(4) Company and Team 

NSF SBIR Phase I Funding Proposal 

Elevator Pitch

The Commercial Opportunity

The Innovation

The Company & Team

Technical Discussion and R&D Plan

Project Budget
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About Eighteen Ventures

Eighteen Ventures (EV) is a small business development advisory firm providing consulting and fundraising services startup and small 

emerging firms nationwide. Specifically, we offer our clients pertinent services, such as Business Plan Development, Business Model 

Development and Fundraising. 

We also help small firms organize and prepare National Science Foundation (NSF) Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Phase I

proposals to produce innovative, marketable, problem solving healthcare or medical device solutions. In fact, Eighteen Ventures helped 

small firms win approval of their NSF SBIR 3-Project Pitches. Our proposal development service includes: 

• Working with the Client to define a novel proposed solution which includes using a client questionnaire to learn about the proposed  

solution, targeted buyers/users, existing competing technologies, uniqueness, and technical approach for development.

• Working with the Client to conduct market & scientific research for information & data supporting the development and 

commercialization of the Client’s proposed health technology solution. The research information and data results will be used to prepare 

the (1) NSF SBIR 3-Page Project Pitch and (2) the NSF SBIR Phase I proposal. 

• Working with the Client to develop a required 3-Page Project Pitch.

• Working with the Client, after the Project Pitch is approved, to produce the NSF SBIR Phase I proposal document that meets all the NSF 

SBIR program Phase I proposal development requirements. 

Mr. Darrell Williams, Eighteen Ventures’ founder President and CEO, is an experienced small business development consultant, who has 

been involved in the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program since 1999. Mr. Williams can be reached at 

Darrell@eighteenventures.com and (786) 489-5676. 
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